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Abstract: To induce a Raman-active transition in a material, stimulated Raman scattering (SRS)
spectroscopy/microscopy implementations typically rely on two pulsed laser sources. One of
their limitations is that not all of the regions of Raman spectra can be investigated, so only some
applications can be exploited. In this paper, the noise characterizations of a stimulated Raman
scattering spectroscopy/microscopy implementation, based on the insertion of a third pulsed laser
source, are provided. The merit of this system is that it is able to explore the large variety of SRS
applications. In order to characterize our system, an investigation of different kinds of noises due to
the laser sources and electronics sources was carried out. Firstly, the relative intensity noises of three
femtosecond laser sources were measured. Secondly, noise characterizations of the detection system
were carried out and our findings prove that our SRS microscope is shot noise-limited, demonstrating
that the third laser source introduction is well suited and satisfies our purpose. Finally, the statistical
properties of the overall image noises are analyzed and discussed.

Keywords: nonlinear microscopy; SRS imaging; RIN; shot noise

1. Introduction

Stimulated Raman scattering is a dissipative process in which energy is transferred
from input photons to molecular vibrations. From a quantum mechanical point of view,
SRS can be described as a two-photon stimulated process, in which one pump photon
at frequency ωp is annihilated (stimulated Raman loss, SRL), and one Stokes photon
at frequency ωs is emitted (stimulated Raman gain, SRG). At the same time, the mate-
rials make a transition from the electronic ground state to a vibrationally excited state.
Nowadays, SRS presents an important perspective in a number of fields, among them are
nanophotonics [1–5], bio-photonics [5–10], and materials science [11].

One of the fascinating nanophotonics applications is the realization of integrated laser
sources. In Raman lasers (RLs), coherent lights at any desired wavelength can be achieved
by a proper choice of the pump wavelength, when the pump and Stokes wavelengths are
within the transparency region of the gain material. For the future, the big challenge is the
realisation of a nanoscale low-powered silicon (Si) Raman laser while maintaining a high
level of performance [1–5].

Label-free SRS microscopy can perform label-free imaging with high spatial and spectral
resolution, high sensitivity, 3D sectioning, and fast image acquisition time (a few seconds).
In SRS microscopy, the images of a variety of molecular species, with chemical bonds in all
the region of Raman spectra, i.e., C-H region (>2800 cm−1), silent region (1800–2800 cm−1),
and fingerprint region (<1800 cm−1), can be obtained [5–10]. However, many biomolecular
species share similar chemical bonds in SRS microscopy, so the detection specificity can
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be compromised. In recent times, in order to overcome this limitation, a bio-orthogonal
chemical imaging platform has been explored, obtained by coupling SRS microscopy
with small and Raman-active vibrational probes. They exhibit sensitivity, specificity, and
biocompatibility for small-molecule imaging, but the most appealing advantage is that
their Raman peaks belong to the silent region, where peaks coming from endogenous
molecules are not present [12–15]. On the other hand, in [16], a significant improvement in
the stimulated Raman signal obtained by femtosecond pulse excitation was achieved with
respect to picosecond pulse. In the last few years, several biological applications have been
reported [17–25] based on femtosecond stimulated Raman microscopy plus bio-orthogonal
chemical imaging platforms. These achievements extend SRS microscopy to the silent
region and provide a unique perspective for improving the specificity of SRS microscopy.
SRS spectroscopy/microscopy is particularly attractive for investigating material structures,
too. In the last few years, SRS spectroscopy has been applied to a number of systems in
materials science, including 2D materials, interfacial structures, and dynamic chemical
reactions [11].

However, since the Raman cross-section of the molecules is weak, SRS spectroscopy/
microscopy can suffer from a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Indeed, in the SRS technique,
an alternative current (AC) signal at the sub-microvolt level has to be extracted from a
noisy environment. We note that being the shot noise, a detected light intrinsic property,
the best experimental condition is obtained when the shot noise is the dominant noise
contribution. When the optical power is of the order of several milliwatts, the thermal noise
is negligible compared to the shot noise, so in SRS, by using low-intensity laser noise and
beam modulation frequencies at frequencies above 1 MHz, the shot noise regime can be
obtained. Generally, for methods relying on detecting weak modulation of large signals,
lock-in detection is used. Using a modulation technique and lock-in detection, sensitivity
levels can be pushed to the shot noise limit and a small number of SRS active molecules’
ensembles can be measured [26–33].

In order to explore the large variety of SRS applications, the two lasers should be able
to cover all the regions of Raman spectra, i.e., both the wavelength windows of interest
for nano- and bio-photonics application and, in addition, to deliver suitable laser power
levels in order to achieve the highest signal to noise ratio. Although the two lasers usually
have a large and independent tunability, it is still an issue to satisfy all the requirements
listed above.

For femtosecond nonlinear spectroscopy/microscopy implementations, one of the
most utilized laser combinations is given by a Ti:Sa plus IR-OPO (infrared radiation-optical
parametric oscillator). Typically, its tunability allows covering visible and near-infrared
spectra (until 1600 nm) and to investigate both the windows of wavelength of interest for
biological and photonics applications. Still, in the case of SRS, its drawback is that only the
C-H region (>2500 cm−1) can be explored. This means that the demand, for example, for a
biorthogonal platform cannot be accomplished [34–40].

Starting from this combination of laser sources, in our previous paper, a femtosecond
stimulated Raman scattering spectroscopy/microscopy implementation, equipped with
three femtosecond laser sources, was presented. Our system covered all the regions of
Raman spectra, taking advantage of two possible laser combinations. The first combination,
a titanium–sapphire (Ti:Sa) oscillator plus an optical parametric oscillator (OPO), covers in
SRG modality the C-H region (>2800 cm−1), while the second combination, a Ti:Sa oscillator
plus a second harmonic generator (SHG), covers in SRL modality the C-H region and the
fingerprint region. Evidently, the proposed implementation allows all of the requirements
that we have mentioned before to be satisfied, i.e., exploring the window of wavelength of
interest for photonics applications and all the biological Raman spectra regions, overcoming
the limitation of combination Ti:Sa plus IR-OPO [41].

In this paper, to prove the reliability of our proposed SRS microscope, based on three
femtoseconds laser sources, noise measurements were carried out. Firstly, single beam
characterizations were reported. Since the intensity fluctuations of the laser can exceed
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the shot noise and/or the thermal noise of the photodetector, the relative intensity noise
(RIN) of each femtosecond laser source was measured. In addition, each femtosecond laser
source was characterised by autocorrelation measurements. Secondly, since in an LIA the
output signal can appear in the input signal noise near the reference frequency, the noise
influencing the detection system was measured. Finally, statistical analysis of images noises
was performed and a correlation along the fast axis of background noise was demonstrated.

2. Experimental Setup and Methods

In our previous paper [41], a femtosecond stimulated Raman scattering (fs-SRS) micro-
scope equipped with three femtosecond laser sources was reported. The microscope was
obtained by the integration of a femtosecond stimulated Raman spectroscopy set up with
a C2 Nikon microscope, provided with a fast mirror scanning unit (Figure 1). The main
characteristics of the lasers are listed below in Table 1.
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the same region in succession in SRL and SRG modalities without adding or removing 

Figure 1. Experimental setup. Ti:Sa = titanium–sapphire (Ti:Sa) oscillator; OPO = optical parametric
oscillator; SHG = second harmonic generation, M1-M6 = femtoseconds mirrors; FM = flip mirror;
DM1, DM2, DM3 = dichroic mirrors; EOM = electro-optic modulator; GM = galvo mirrors; OBJ1,
OBJ2 = objective lens; PD1 = photodiode (Si detector) for SRL measurements; PD2 (InGaAs detector)
for SRG measurements.

Table 1. The lasers’ properties.

Laser Wavelength Range Pulse Durations Repetition Rate

Ti:Sa 740 nm–880 nm 140 fs 80 MHz
OPO 1000 nm–1600 nm 200 fs 80 MHz
SHG 500 nm–800 nm 200 fs 80 MHz

We note that in our implementation, the integration of stimulated Raman gains and
stimulated Raman losses detection modes in a single nonlinear microscope was demon-
strated for the first time. Our system had the merit to allow generating images of the same
region in succession in SRL and SRG modalities without adding or removing components.
A few years later, an SRS system able to simultaneously generate images of the same region
in SRL and SRG modalities was presented in [42,43], although with different motivations
and characteristics.
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In order to characterize the femtosecond sources for each of them, laser noise and pulse
duration measurements were performed. In Figure 2, the setup used for such measures
is reported.
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Figure 2. Experimental setup for femtosecond laser sources characterization. Ti:Sa = Ti:Sa laser;
OPO = optical parametric oscillator; SHG = second harmonic generation; M1-M5 = femtosecond
mirror; FM = flip mirror; DM1, DM2 = dichroic mirror; EOM = electro-optic modulator; PD =
photodiode; ESA = electronics spectrum Analyzer.

The output pulses in any pulsed laser are not a perfect replica of each other but some
unexpected changes in the pulse properties are usually exhibited. Intensity noise is the
fluctuation in the average power of optical pulse trains over a certain measurement time
span, representing the average power stability of the optical pulse train. The excess noise
contribution for pulsed lasers depends on the modulation of laser frequency. In fact, while
the thermal noise and the shot noise power do not rely on the laser modulation frequency,
the excess noise has a 1/f behaviour. For modulation frequencies below the 100 kHz limit,
the excess noise is dominant, while, as the modulation frequency increases, it becomes
negligible with respect to the other two noise sources.

The intensity noise is quantified as the RIN describing the intensity fluctuations of the
laser to the receiver’s electrical noise relative to the signal power observed electrically [44].
It can be measured by detecting the laser beam by a fast photodetector and processing
the detector output with a radiofrequency electronic spectrum analyzer (RF-ESA). In our
setup, to measure the relative intensity noise of Ti:Sa, OPO, and SHG laser sources, a fast
photodiode (PD) was inserted after the mirror, namely M5 (Figure 2). The PD is connected
to an RF-ESA using a special cable avoiding external perturbations.

In our experiment, the duration of short pulses is estimated, performing autocor-
relations measurements, based on two-photon absorption (TPA). In the TPA process, a
photocurrent is generated proportional to the square of the input light intensity, when the
photon energy (hν) of incident light satisfies the condition, 2 hν > Eg (where Eg is the
bandgap energy of the material). TPA is an efficient, fast, and broadband nonlinear process
which does not require phase-matching [45]. In our optical setup, to measure the pulse
duration of the beams, a flip-flop mirror after the mirror M5 is introduced (see Figure 2),
which allows diversion of the laser beam toward an auto-correlator (pulseCheck 50-APE,
Berlin, Germany).

We note that an LIA, with its high signal-to-noise ratio and sensitivity due to its
phase-sensitive detection, is appropriate for SRS measurements. An LIA is a bandpass
amplifier with an adjustable central frequency measuring the signal amplitude close to a
given reference frequency (f) with a defined narrow frequency bandwidth around it. In
an LIA, the filter’s equivalent noise bandwidth (ENBW) for a time constant T and a slope
of 18 dB/octave is given by the formula 3/(32T). In our LIA in the frequency range of
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100 kHz–100 MHz (with 50 Ω input), the typical input noise has a maximum value of
4 nV/

√
Hz.

3. Results and Discussion

In order to perform noise measurements, typical operating conditions for biological
applications of our SRS microscope have been used, particularly for Ti:Sa, OPO, and SHG
wavelengths, power incident onto the detector, and the modulation frequency (5 MHz) of
the pump in SRG modality and of the probe in SRL modality.

In our measurements, with the RIN being proportional to the power, the laser beam’s
power was fixed at 10 mW. As RIN is a function of frequency, to minimize the laser’s
RIN, the choice of the laser modulation frequency is fundamental. In Figure 3 the RIN
measurements in the range of frequencies [1 MHz–10 MHz] of OPO at 1076 nm, Ti:Sa at
810 nm, and SHG at 650 nm, obtained by an RF-ESA, are reported.
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However, it is clearly visible in Figure 3 that the RIN of all of the considered laser
beams is flat in the range of 1–10 MHz. This means that the shot noise regime at the
operating modulation frequency of our microscope, that is 5 MHz, is achieved for all
three sources.
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The collected autocorrelation functions of Ti:Sa, OPO, and SHG are reported in
Figure 4a–c, respectively. As expected, the pulses show a Gaussian-like distribution and
evaluate the pulse width value. All the autocorrelation traces were Gaussian-fitted. The
corresponding full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian curves was calculated
to be about 341 fs, 330 fs, and 357 fs for Ti:Sa, OPO, and SHG, respectively. The FWHM
of the unknown pulse τp is proportional to the FWHM of the measured fringe-resolved
intensity autocorrelation function τac:

τac = k·τp (1)

where k is the proportionality factor, also known as the deconvolution factor. k differs
significantly for different pulse shapes and Gaussian shapes, k = 1.414 [46].
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(a) Ti:Sa; (b) OPO; (c) SHG.

Considering Equation (1), the values of the pulses’ width at the input of the microscope
were about 241 fs for Ti:Sa, about 233 fs for OPO, and about 253 fs for SHG. Thus, with
respect to the values reported in Table 1, a significant broadening for Ti:Sa was observed,
which can be explained considering that a Pockels cell is employed in its optical path. On
the contrary, a slight broadening was observed for OPO, and the same was observed for
the change induced by SHG with respect to OPO.

The noise in the SRL detection mode of our SRS detection system was measured with
SHG pulses impinging on the PD while Ti:Sa pulses were stopped. The wavelength of
SHG was fixed at 650 nm, while its optical power was increased. For each power value, ten
lock-in measurements were acquired. For each measurement, the sensitivity of LIA was
fixed to 10 µV, the acquisition time was 16 s, and the LIA time constant was set to 100 µs
with an 18 dB/oct slope. The standard deviation normalized to the lock-in gain and to the
bandwidth is shown in Figure 5.
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range from 1.5 to 13.5 mW with the steps of 1 mW.

In Figure 5, the thermal noise and the shot noise are reported. The Johnson noise
is prevailing when the laser power is lower than 2.5 mW, but when the laser power is
increased, the shot noise surpasses the thermal noise. Therefore, our system is shot noise-
limited in the range from 2.5 to 13.5 mW. Taking into account that the typical value of input
noise of a good low noise amplifier is about 3 nV/

√
Hz, we can conclude that our system is

truly a state-of-the-art tool.
To investigate the statistical properties of image noise, two sets of 10 images with

background noise, i.e., in off-resonance, in SRL modalities, with a fixed power impinging
on the PD of 10 mW, were acquired. Each image was a single recording of 512 px × 512 px.
For each image, the sensitivity of LIA was fixed to 10 µV, the time constant was set to
100 µs with an 18 dB/oct slope. The only difference between the two sets of images was
the acquisition times: 8 s for the first set and 16 s for the second one.

In order to investigate the hypothesis of uncorrelation, for each set, on both the fast axis
and slow axis of all of the images (j = 1, . . . 10), the Ljung-Box Q-test (LBQ test) [46,47] was
applied. The confirmation percentage was fixed at 95% in order to accept the hypothesis
of uncorrelation along the directions taken into account. For each set, the percentage of
uncorrelation along the fast axis was 0.2% and the uncorrelation hypothesis was rejected.
On the contrary the percentage of uncorrelation along the slow axis was ≈99% and the
uncorrelation hypothesis was accepted.

Evidently, the noise correlation along the fast axis was revealed by the LBQ analysis.
In the case of a noise image with an acquisition time of 8 s, in Figure 6, a strong correlation
between consecutive pixels along the fast axis was reported, which dropped to zero after
6 pixels.
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Figure 6. Scatter plots of two pixels along the fast axis. In each plot, y_n is the value of a pixel at
column n. The image was acquired with an acquisition time of 8 s.

In the case of a noise image with an acquisition time of 16 s, in Figure 7, the noise
correlation between adjacent pixels along the fast axis is reported. A strong correlation
between three consecutive pixels is pointed out, dropping to zero after 3 pixels.

Finally, we consider a set of noise acquisitions obtained without lock-in and with no
incident power on the PD, whose output signal is directly connected to the PCI card. In
this case, no correlation was found regardless of the time of acquisition of noise images, in
Figure 8.
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The correlation along the fast axis is due to the difference between the time constant
of the lock-in amplifier and the pixel dwell time. Our results prove that the number of
the consecutive correlated pixel can be approximately obtained by the ratio between the
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LIA time constant (in our case, 100 µs) and the pixel dwell time, which was 30 µs for an
acquisition time of 16 s and 15 µs for an acquisition time of 8 s. There are no correlations
along the slow axis, since the time gap between two pixels along the column (given by
516 multiplied by pixel dwell time) is bigger than the lock-in amplifier time constant.

Our results from the statistical analysis confirm the general rule claiming that the
lock-in bandwidth should match the pixel acquisition rate in order to distinguish fluctua-
tions from one pixel to the next. However, it is worth noting that matching the conditions
is not achievable for most of the SRS microscopes. Therefore, statistical analysis of back-
ground noise, which is generally overlooked in the literature, is a fundamental step toward
optimizing SRS images’ denoising.

4. Conclusions

Our results of laser intensity noise measurements demonstrate that Ti:Sa, OPO, and
SHG beams are shot noise-limited in the range of interest {1–10} MHz. Autocorrelation
measurements confirm that the beam obtained by SHG preserves the pulse duration of
OPO. Finally, the shot noise-limited condition for our microscope has been proven, hence a
standard single-channel silicon photodiode can be applied to detect SRS signals and no
sophisticated detection techniques, such as balanced heterodyning, are required. Evidently,
we demonstrate that the introduction of a third femtosecond laser source is well suited and
satisfies our purpose, with the performances of our SRS microscope being preserved in
both SRG and SRL modalities.

Our statistical analysis proves that correlated noise can affect the imaging system,
even if a shot noise-limited condition is demonstrated by spectroscopy measurements. This
is a crucial point that is usually overlooked. It is worth noting that, in SRS literature, the
hypothesis of white noise, generally supposed by many denoising algorithms, is assumed
after the shot noise-limited condition has been proven by spectroscopic measurements.
We note that this point was raised for the first time in our previous paper [40]. However,
here a more complete discussion is provided. In our previous paper, this correlation was
demonstrated for SRG modality, while here it is demonstrated for SRL modality, too. The
beams’ wavelengths of detected noise were different (1076 in the previous paper and 650 in
this one). In this paper, different times of image acquisition were considered, demonstrating
the link between the time acquisition of the image and the pixel dwell time. Finally, the
experimental result obtained considering an acquisition chain without lock-in was reported
and discussed.

We note that a crucial point for SRS biological applications is the fidelity of SRS
images, because it can be impaired by noise sources, limiting the achievable contrast and
sensitivity, and by competitive effects, producing artifacts. The SRS signal is generated
at the frequency of incident beams acting as local oscillators. Such heterodyne detection
boosts the signal level and removes the non-resonant background encountered in CARS
microscopy. For this reason, initially, it was suggested that SRS microscopy was free of
spurious background signals. Of course, this is true only in a relative sense; the SRS
signal is in general overlaid with parasitic signals stemming from various linear (scattering
and absorption) and nonlinear optical effects whose sources are ubiquitous. Due to other
nonlinear optical processes, unwanted signals can be classified into two major types:
nonlinear transient absorption (TA) and nonlinear transient scattering processes. Both
are heterodyne modalities, producing a spectrally overlapped background with the SRS
signal. A possible option in order to remove these effects is to evaluate both the stimulated
Raman loss and the stimulated Raman gain, as these two contributions should be equal
in the absence of artifacts. Recently, an SRS measurement method termed “stimulated
Raman gain and loss opposite detection” (SRGOLD) [43] was proposed to reduce the SRS
artifacts and to obtain a twofold increase in the magnitude of the SRS signal. Previous
considerations suggest that it is advantageous to have SRL and SRG images separately to
evaluate and compare their respective artifact contributions. Detecting the energy transfer
from the pump to the Stokes and from the Stokes to the pump allows us to exploit the
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full signal strength inherent to the SRS process. In [42], an SRS scheme named SRGAL
(stimulated Raman gain and loss) was proposed, allowing for a quantitative evaluation of
the SRS artifacts.

Evidently, our system has two main merits. The former being that it allows exploration
of, in principle, a number of applications in different fields of nanophotonics, biophotonics,
and material science; the latter being that it allows implementation of flexible tools [42],
which are able to take on the formidable challenge of obtaining high-quality bioimaging
removing unwanted background associated with target molecule signals. Both of these
aspects contribute to paving the way to making SRS microscopy implementations cost-
effective and reliable, thus encouraging their wide use not only in scientific laboratories.
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